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The key problem currently faced by plasmonics is related to material limitations. After
almost two decades of extreme excitement and research largely based on the use of
noble metals, scientists have come to a consensus on the importance of exploring
alternative plasmonic materials to address application-speciﬁc challenges to enable the
development of new functional devices. Such a change in motivation will undoubtedly
lead to signiﬁcant advancements in plasmonics technology transfer and could have a
revolutionary impact on nanophotonic technologies in general. Here, we report on one
of the approaches that, together with other new material platforms, mark an insightful
technology-driven era for plasmonics. Our study focuses on transition metal nitrides as
refractory plasmonic materials that exhibit appealing optical properties in the visible and
near infrared regions, along with high temperature durability. We take heat-assisted
magnetic recording as a case study for plasmonic technology and show that a titanium
nitride antenna satisﬁes the requirements for an optically eﬃcient, durable near ﬁeld
transducer paving the way to the next-generation data recording systems.

1 Introduction
It was the pioneering work by Michael Faraday that reported the “great power of
action” metal nanoparticles have on light and the eﬀect of parameters such as the
nanoparticle dimensions on the plasmonic resonance.1 In this quintessential
lecture he described gold (Au) as “especially tted for experiments” for several
reasons mostly based on the ease of observation. Following the same reasoning,
noble metals such as Au and silver (Ag) have been widely used over the last few
decades for a broad range of activities in the eld of plasmonics.2–11 With the
advancement of nanofabrication techniques, the eld of plasmonics experienced
a burst in research activities, leading to great expectations on outcomes for daily
applications mostly associated with optics and photonics. However, between the
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pioneering report of Faraday and the hype in the eld, it was the electron beam
techniques that revealed plasmonic resonances of metals. In 1959, Powell and
Swan reported the observation of bulk and surface plasmon resonances from an
aluminium (Al) thin lm via electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS).12 As a low
cost material with plasmon resonance covering the UV and visible regions, Al is
again attracting the attention of the plasmonics community.13
Although other traditional metals, such as copper and aluminium,14,15 have
been utilized for plasmonics applications, their room temperature oxidation and
strong dependence of the resonance quality on the oxide remain limitations for
their widespread adoption. Similarly, Ag has been claimed as the highest quality
plasmonic material that exhibits resonances through the entire visible spectrum,
but the use of the material has been hindered due to strong room temperature
oxidation and suldation; both processes are signicantly enhanced when the
material is nanostructured.16,17 The development of chemically stable and biocompatible Ag nanostructures is an exciting challenge with intensive ongoing
eﬀort.18,19 Among the widely used plasmonic metals, Au has attracted a signicant
amount of attention due to its chemical stability and relatively good plasmonic
properties, despite the fact that the resonance quality of Au is signicantly lower
compared to Ag and Al.20 However, even this comparison of Au against Ag shows
that the parochial approach, which concentrates simply on the resonator strength
when evaluating materials, could be misleading in a particular application. In
fact, the entire eld of plasmonics has reached a stage where the overall functional material properties should be considered instead of plasmonics-only
evaluations.

2 Assessment
As a research eld that has attracted great attention over the last two decades,
giving birth to numerous application proposals, plasmonics is now subject to
grand expectations on the deliverables. Relying on the maturity of the eld and
the fact that technology products are soon expected, here we discuss the brief
history of breakthroughs and the current state of the technology from our interpretation of the Gartner Hype Cycle Methodology (HCM). The HCM has been
successfully used for a variety of technologies over the last decade and claims to
be an eﬃcient way to adopt them to real industrial problems.21
Fig. 1 shows the authors' view on the main milestones in plasmonics that have
generated a great deal of attention over the past decade. Although the rst
observations of plasmonic eﬀects are quite old,22 the systematic investigation of
the interaction of light with nanoscale metallic particles clearly starts with the
work performed by Faraday in 19th century.1 Aer a relatively long period of
theoretical studies performed by leading scientists,23,24 the characterization of
electron-beam-excited plasmons are considered the leading experimental eﬀorts
in the eld.12,25 Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), rst observed in 1974
by Martin Fleischmann et al.26 and attributed to enhanced electric eld by David
Jeanmaire and Richard Van Duyne in 1977,27 is perhaps the very rst systematic
application of plasmonic eﬀects. Soon aer the rst experimental results were
reported, the clear relation between the localized surface plasmon resonance
(LSPR) and the enhanced SERS signal was proposed by Martin Moskovits.28,29
With the advancement of nanofabrication methods and their widespread
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The hype cycle for the ﬁeld of plasmonics from the authors' point of view. After a
decade of high expectations, material limitations are delaying the realization of the
proposed concepts and technology transfer. Merging plasmonics with materials science
and chemistry could provide new solutions and bring technological advances across many
application spaces.

Fig. 1

availability, breakthrough results such as the extraordinary transmission of light
through plasmonic nanoholes,30 and plasmonic metamaterials created a strong
impact.31
Sensing and biomedical applications have long been the agship of the eld
due to the wide range of exciting opportunities oﬀered by bio-compatible, plasmonic nanostructures.32–34 With a solid research record over the past two decades,
a wide variety of sensing and biomedical devices based on plasmonic eﬀects were
expected to enter production lines. However, technology transfer has thus far
been slow compared to the level of expectations.35 Beyond biomedical applications, interest in the eld was substantially nourished by several recent proposals
to develop sub-wavelength, hybrid nanophotonic components that have optical
and electronic functionalities,4,9,36–49 and plasmonic photovoltaics where metal
nanoparticles were used as E-eld concentrators in thin lm devices for enhanced
photocurrent generation.50–54
In our opinion, the peak of expectations in the eld of plasmonics was reached
with the breakthrough concept of spaser,55 the plasmonic counterpart of a laser at
nanoscale, that could potentially be the key towards many nanoscale applications
such as all-optical circuitry, lithography, probing and microscopy.56,57 The
compensation of losses in plasmonic nanostructures with semiconductor
quantum dots,58 and a demonstration of a spaser based on sub-wavelength
resonators made of gold nanoparticles surrounded by a dye-doped silica shell
operating in the visible spectrum were reported soon aer the proposal.59
However, despite extensive experimental eﬀorts, losses in metal nanostructures
arising from electron scattering have been the major limiting factor for the spaser
and the eld of plasmonics in general.60,61 This absorption of electromagnetic
energy due to material losses is inherently aﬀecting technologies relying on the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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eld enhancement and lossless propagation of energy, which span the entire list
of breakthroughs positioned at the peak of expectations.
The metamaterials research, a eld highly correlated with plasmonics, has
followed a similar trend over the last decade. Triggered by the negative index
materials and superlens,31,62–64 excitement and expectations peaked with the idea
of cloaking and transformation optics.65,66 In the authors' opinion, aer the
recognition of material limitations such as losses and scalability, the eld is
experiencing an enlightenment period with approaches incorporating alternative
materials with realistic design parameters.
We believe the breakthroughs that led to the peak of somewhat inated
expectations are now evolving and bringing solutions to earlier problems. For
example, the concept of harvesting solar energy using the enhanced interaction of
plasmonic nanostructures with light has expanded to the generation of hot
electrons for eﬃcient heating, and plasmon induced photocatalysis.67,68 Mubeen
et al. recently reported an approach where metal in a plasmonic photovoltaic
device is not a eld enhancing antenna as in previous concepts, but instead, plays
the role of the light absorber that generates carriers.69 Another approach to beat
the metallic losses is to use high refractive index dielectric nanostructures as light
trappers.70 Nanophotonic circuitry is now leaning towards the integration of
plasmonics with newly emerging research on 2D materials such as graphene and
MoS2 and quantum photonics.71–74 Plasmonic metamaterials research is
concentrated on alternative materials with application specic characteristics
such as low loss, tunability, refractory properties, and CMOS compatibility.37,75–77
Research into alternative materials for spectral ranges out of the visible are other
examples of application-specic eﬀorts in the eld of plasmonics.78,79 In this
work, we consider one of the approaches that, together with other new material
platforms including semiconductors, 2D materials, phase-changing and ceramic
materials, marks an insightful technology-driven era for plasmonics on the slope
of enlightenment.

3 Results & discussions
In this paper, we report on a case study for plasmonics technology that could
enable the next-generation of data recording systems. In particular, we focus on
the potential of refractory plasmonic materials as nanoantennas for eld
enhancement and local heating. Refractory plasmonic materials provide two
unique properties: good plasmonic performance in the visible and near infrared
regions, and durability at high temperatures.76 Although the denition varies with
the level of devoutness, we will use the term refractory to describe materials with
melting points above 2000  C. Mechanical hardness and chemical stability are
other common features of refractory materials, while metals with refractory
properties generally suﬀer from oxidation at high temperatures.80 Thus, oxidation
is considered as an exception to chemical inertness when classifying refractory
metals. Self-passivation of the oxide slows down the process for bulk metals, but
nanoscale structures are oen too small to accommodate a protective oxide layer.
In contrast to structural deformations such as melting and creep that are
usually encountered in the case of so metals, oxidation of refractory plasmonic
materials can be avoided with the integration of optically transparent materials
with higher oxidation temperatures. Thus, for applications with extreme
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operational conditions, refractory plasmonic materials with comparable optical
properties can replace noble metals,81 with the help of optically transparent,
oxidation resistant thin layers, and new technologies can be developed.
Refractory metals provide high melting temperatures and hardness along with
metallic properties that imply their potential use for plasmonic applications. They
have been the material of choice where metallic optical properties and high
temperature stability are desired such as spectrally selective photonic crystal
emitters for thermophotovoltaic devices.82,83 However, for applications where
enhanced interaction of a sub-wavelength structure with electromagnetic radiation is essential, the requirements go beyond the metallic behaviour and necessitate good plasmonic properties.77 Although the metrics for a good plasmonic
material are functions of a variety of parameters mostly depending on the
application,84 it is usually considered acceptable to reduce the formulation to
simplied terms.77,85 Here, we will limit the discussion to LSPR where nanoparticles are employed as sub-wavelength eld enhancers. One such application
which has been quite popular over the last few years is the heat assisted magnetic
recording (HAMR).86 In the HAMR approach, magnetic grains made of high
coercivity materials, which require an intense magnetic eld to be written, are
locally heated in order to facilitate the writing process. The requirement of a high
coercivity material is simply a result of the motivation to achieve higher density
data storage, which causes the use of smaller grains and introduces instabilities.86
Aer the writing is accomplished at an elevated temperature, the grain is cooled
down to lower temperatures where it can retain the data. It was initially proposed
that local heating could be achieved under focused laser illumination.87 Despite a
successful demonstration, laser heating was naturally limited by the diﬀraction
limit which resulted in a spot much larger than the sizes imposed by the dense
storage motivation.
In order to achieve sub-wavelength focusing of electromagnetic radiation,
plasmonic nanostructures can be used in the system as near eld transducers
(NFTs).86 In this scenario, the excitation light is guided onto a plasmonic nanostructure with a resonance around 830 nm, where cost-eﬀective diode lasers are
available, and the enhanced near-eld is used as a concentrated source of energy
for local heating of the magnetic layer. Noble metals are the natural candidates
for NFTs as they exhibit strong plasmonic oscillations in the visible region of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Although the plasmonic properties of silver (Ag) are
superior to Au, chemical instability and consequent performance degradation is a
major concern for HAMR and many other applications. Therefore, owing to its
chemical stability, Au was used as the plasmonic NFT material in the very rst
demonstrations of HAMR technology where the idea has been successfully
demonstrated.88,89 However, Au is a so material with a relatively low bulk melting
temperature which is further reduced due to the nanostructured geometries and
sharpened edges required for better eld connement.90 Although operational
temperatures around 400  C are required at the nanoscale near the magnetic
grain, NFTs made of pure Au show degradation in their mechanical properties at
temperatures around 100  C.91 The mechanical instability of Au NFTs under
conditions imposed by HAMR's operational principles has been one of the major
problems which has slowed the progress towards a reliable product.92 Among
several methods to resolve the problem, alloying and doping of the plasmonic
NFT material with a harder dopant, at the expense of lowered optical
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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performance, have attracted attention.
Although refractory metals can be used
as the hard dopants to improve the mechanical properties of plasmonic metals,
their use as the plasmonic NFT material has so far not been possible due to poor
optical properties.
Transition metal nitrides are refractory materials with high melting points and
mechanical hardnesses. They have been widely used as protective coatings in
applications where mechanical strength is desired. In addition to their superior
mechanical properties, it has been demonstrated that titanium nitride (TiN) and
zirconium nitride (ZrN) exhibit plasmonic properties similar to Au, explaining
their golden luster.84,94,95 In fact, these materials have been used in imitation
jewellery as a cheaper and more durable replacement for Au.96 As a bio-compatible
material, the use of TiN is common in bio-medical implants.97,98 Consequently,
TiN has been one of the most frequently used transition metal nitrides which has
resulted in a good understanding of the deposition techniques, including CMOS
compatible processes.99,100 The optical properties of transition metal nitrides
strongly depend on the deposition conditions and can be optimized to nearly
match the optical properties of Au.84,101,102
Fig. 2 shows the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric permittivities of
diﬀerent metals along with transition metal nitrides. Gold is presented as a
reference since it has been widely used as the plasmonic material in many
applications, including in HAMR demonstrations. Here we use permittivities
experimentally retrieved from Au thin lms deposited on a sapphire substrate as
described elsewhere.95 Although the permittivities reported by Johnson and
Christy are frequently used in comparison tables, in practice, thin lms of metals
exhibit optical properties that are inferior to bulk values.103,104 Transition metal
nitride lms were also experimentally retrieved from thin lms deposited on
sapphire and MgO substrates while the permittivities of refractory metals were
taken from tabulated data.77,95,105 Not surprisingly, the magnitude of the real part
(30 ) is largest for the case of Au. In addition, the imaginary part of the permittivity
(300 ) is also one of the smallest among the materials listed. The use of Au as the
NFT material would be unquestionable if the plasmonic properties were the only

Dielectric permittivities of refractory transition metal nitrides, refractory metals, and
gold. Gold is given as a reference plasmonic material. Transition metal nitrides, which are
refractory materials that are durable at high temperatures, exhibit optical properties similar
to gold. Refractory metals, on the other hand, are plasmonic in the near infrared region
and exhibit larger losses.

Fig. 2
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concern. However, as stated earlier, the ductility of Au prevents the use of the
material for a long period without further processing which degrades its optical
properties. On the other hand, refractory metals, which would naturally resolve
many issues related to material deformations, do not exhibit plasmonic properties in the spectral region of interest. Tungsten (W) and molybdenum (Mo) are
barely plasmonic in the infrared region, however their permittivities are positive
in the visible region. Tantalum (Ta), on the other hand, has a permittivity zero
cross-over near 610 nm, making the material plasmonic around HAMR operational wavelengths. However, the imaginary part of the permittivity is still
signicantly higher that Au, although it is much smaller than other refractory
metals. For the case of transition metal nitrides, the optical properties are closer
to plasmonic metals – representing a signicant opportunity to resolve the
complications arising due to the harsh operational environment. Both the 30 and
300 values of ZrN are very close to Au, especially in the visible region, making it a
potential candidate to replace noble metals. Fig. 2 presents three diﬀerent sets of
TiN data retrieved from samples grown on sapphire and MgO. Sapphire supports
local epitaxial growth of TiN and reduces the losses in the lm while MgO
provides better lattice matching, leading to an even higher quality epitaxial thin
lm. Titanium nitride lms grown on sapphire substrates have a negative
permittivity in the visible region and a loss factor in the same range as the Au lm.
Thin lms of TiN deposited on MgO substrates exhibit plasmonic properties
better than the sample grown on sapphire.
The gure of merit (FOM) of a plasmonic nanostructure totally depends on the
specic application in mind.77 The high level of interest in identifying proper
plasmonic materials has resulted in a comprehensive collection of reports
comparing diﬀerent material classes for metamaterial, transformation optics,
superlens, surface plasmon polariton and LSPR applications.77,106–108 The general
consensus for LSPR applications is to set the ratio of the real and imaginary parts of
the dielectric permittivity of a plasmonic material as a FOM.77,106–108 For a nanoparticle in the quasistatic limit, when the size of the particle is very small compared
to the wavelength, the FOM can be conveniently dened as 30 /300 where the real part
of permittivity implies a good resonator and the imaginary part represents the loss
factor. However, as the particle size becomes comparable to the wavelength of the
incident light, the quasistatic approximation loses its validity, and so does the FOM.
A straight modication to increase the accuracy of the FOM is to include the size
factor which would take into account missing eﬀects such as the existence of the
higher order modes, interference eﬀects arising from the multi-modal system,
penetration depth of the excitation light through the nanoparticle, etc. In addition,
even for the case of a single eld such as LSPR, there are a variety of operational
modes which require diﬀerent features such as maximized absorption in the
particle and subsequent eﬃcient local heating or hot electron generation,11,109
enhanced eld in the near zone for energy connement,59,110 or scattering to the far
zone for several other applications.111,112 Previously we have shown that a more
comprehensive, yet still convenient, FOM for LSPR applications is the optical crosssection which can be obtained through the Mie formalism.84 A comparison between
the scattering eﬃciencies of transition metal nitrides and Au shows that the eld
enhancement at the surface, or at an innite distance from the particle, for TiN and
ZrN are indeed comparable to Au when the nanoparticles are out of the quasistatic
regime.84 Here, we will follow the general consensus and apply the simplied FOM
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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with the quasistatic approximation to compare the LSPR eﬃciencies of transition
metal nitrides, refractory metals, and Au, which is the reference material due to its
wide use in the eld. In HAMR technology, an NFT is expected to focus electromagnetic energy to a conned volume in the magnetic layer with minimal loss in
the plasmonic particle itself. We note that recently reported comparisons between
transition metal nitrides and Au employed the FOM in the quasistatic approximation and TiN's optical properties that were not yet optimized for plasmonic
applications.85,113,114
Table 1 shows the dielectric permittivity values for gold, refractory metals, and
refractory transition metal nitrides at a wavelength of 830 nm. Dielectric
permittivities retrieved for TiN thin lms deposited on c-sapphire and MgO
substrates are given to illustrate the variation of the optical properties based on
the deposition parameters, (and hence, crystallinity and the amount of defects)
and their eﬀect on the FOM. It should be noted that the comparison of the real
part to the imaginary part is reasonable due to the fact that (i) the real part
illustrates the resonator properties which determines the eld enhancement, and
(ii) the imaginary part factors in the losses which degrade the resonance and
increase the internal heating of the NFT, an undesired eﬀect.85 Table 1 shows that
the experimental data retrieved from the Au thin lm deposited on sapphire
substrate has the best FOM among all samples. The TiN lm deposited on
sapphire has a FOM value of 2.14 which is less than half of the Au lm, but still
better than the previously reported FOM values for TiN.114 When grown on MgO,
TiN lms with enhanced optical properties can be achieved due to the better
lattice matching between the lm and the substrate which promotes epitaxial
growth.102 The TiN samples deposited on MgO have FOMs signicantly larger
than that of the TiN sample grown on sapphire, values very close to Au. Zirconium
nitride has a large normalized real permittivity, however the FOM value is
degraded due to large losses. Refractory metals, on the other hand, are either not
plasmonic in the spectral region of interest, or exhibit very poor properties, ruling
them out for LSPR applications in the visible and near infrared region of the
electromagnetic spectrum.

Table 1 Permittivity values for refractory metals, refractory transition metal nitrides and
gold at 830 nm. The ﬁgure of merit is deﬁned in the quasistatic regime. Titanium nitride
samples grown on a MgO substrate outperform other refractory materials and become
prominent for high temperature plasmonic applications in the visible and near infrared
spectrum

Material

Permittivity
(real)

Permittivity
(imaginary)

FOM (|30 |/300 )

Au
TiN (Al2O3)
TiN (MgO) [1]
TiN (MgO) [2]
ZrN
Mo
W
Ta

23.39
11.73
15.57
19.08
21.15
1.43
4.21
12.89

4.67
5.47
3.68
4.11
7.64
23.16
19.41
8.15

5.01
2.14
4.23
4.64
2.77
NA
NA
1.58
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According to the FOM values given in Table 1, TiN thin lms grown on MgO
substrates exhibit plasmonic properties close to Au, with only 16% and 7%
reduction in the optical FOM. However, as a refractory plasmonic material, TiN
possesses material properties such as hardness, a high melting point, CMOScompatibility, and chemical stability that are of signicant importance for
applications that require extreme operational conditions. Heat assisted magnetic
recording, for example, is one such application that employs plasmonic elements
successfully, but suﬀers from ductile material limitations.92
Fig. 3 shows FEM simulation results for a “nanobeak antenna” that was
previously suggested as an eﬃcient design for near-eld generation for HAMR.115
Here we use this design in order to take a step further in the comparison between
TiN and Au. Although the TiN lm on a MgO substrate labelled with [2] has a
better FOM, we proceed with the data from the sample [1] in our simulations. The
calculated absorption eﬃciencies of the same antenna made of Au and TiN

Fig. 3 (a) Illustration of a “nanobeak antenna” design used in simulations where titanium
nitride and gold are compared. (b) The absorption eﬃciencies of gold and titanium nitride
nanobeak antennas and the corresponding electric ﬁeld magnitudes |E| conﬁned in a 25 
25  10 nm3 volume in the dielectric layer 5 nm below the antenna tip. Dashed arrows
indicate the corresponding scale. (c) Electric ﬁeld magnitudes |E| in the dielectric layer and
heat dissipation densities inside the nanoantennas for the peak wavelengths of each
material; 880 nm for TiN and 800 nm for gold. Permittivity values are taken from the
sample: TiN on MgO [1], as given in Fig. 2.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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(sample on MgO [1]), and the corresponding electric eld enhancements in a
dielectric layer located 5 nm below the NFT are given in Fig. 3(b). Due to the
compact design of the NFT and magnetic head, overheating of the plasmonic
antenna is an undesired side eﬀect of local heating for HAMR devices.116–119
Heat generation inside the plasmonic antenna is a direct result of the
absorption of the electromagnetic energy.120 Thus, for an NFT design, large eld
enhancement in the magnetic medium is desired while the absorption inside the
antenna should be kept minimal. Calculations show that the identical “nanobeak” design with Au and TiN gives comparable eld enhancement in the
magnetic grain and absorption in the antenna. This result is in agreement with
the FOM values given in Table 1 for the quasistatic regime. Fig. 3(c) shows the
electric eld enhancement in a dielectric layer located 5 nm below the tip of the
“nanobeak” antenna. The enhanced eld peak is conned within a 25  25 nm2
area for both TiN and Au antennas. Power dissipation densities inside the
antennas are concentrated at the corners, as expected, which illustrates the
importance of material durability on the nanometer scale. The calculation results
presented in Fig. 3 clearly indicate that a TiN NFT would generate heating in a very
similar way that a Au NFT does. In addition to comparable optical properties, TiN
oﬀers hardness and high temperature durability. In fact, TiN is already a material
of interest as a diﬀusion barrier between the NFT and the magnetic lip.121
Therefore, a TiN NFT is a reliable solution to multiple high temperature based
problems.
Refractory metals are dened as chemically stable at high temperatures, but
the oxidation at elevated temperatures is always an exception.80 This is a problem
for transition metal nitrides as well.122 A self-passivating thin native oxide of
thickness around 1–2 nm is present at the surface of TiN at room temperature.
Two stages of oxidation, designated as initial and normal stages, were observed
with an order of magnitude diﬀerence in the rate constants.123 Further investigation revealed that the TiO2 changes from amorphous to crystalline in time, and
faster with higher temperatures.124 For the case of plasmonic applications, where
subwavelength nanostructures are the building blocks, the eﬀects of even a thin
oxide layer on the performance of the plasmonic component would be signicant.
The temperatures at which oxidation starts to play a signicant role are in the
range where plasmonic NFTs in HAMR devices operate (500  C).85 Fortunately,
the oxidation is easier to handle compared to other structural problems arising
from the soness of Au.122 Here, we suggest an optically transparent, thin overcoat
as an oxidation barrier which provides long term durability at elevated temperatures.122 Dielectric ceramics are natural candidates as oxidation resistant
protective layers over plasmonic transition metal nitrides. Fig. 4 shows reectance
measurements and numerical simulations for thin TiN lms grown on a csapphire substrate. An overcoat layer with 10 nm thickness is applied as an
oxidation resistant barrier. Fig. 4(a) shows the reectance measurements of a bare
TiN lm and a sample with a dielectric overcoat. The bare lm reectance
matches well with the simulation where a 2 nm native oxide is included. Fig. 4(b)
shows the reectance data for the protected sample aer exposure to high
temperatures in air for several hours. The sample was cooled down to room
temperature aer each treatment for optical measurement and heated up to the
next level for further testing. The measurements show that the lm retains its
optical properties at least up to 525  C which is at the upper limits of proposed
Faraday Discuss.
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(a) Reﬂectance measurements and simulations for TiN thin ﬁlms with and without
an overcoat. (b) The sample with a dielectric overcoat shows signiﬁcant resistance against
oxidation. (c) Bare TiN thin ﬁlms oxidize at temperatures above 350  C which causes
severe degradation of the optical properties. (d) Changes in the optical properties with
increasing temperature can be replicated in simulations by introducing oxide layers with
increasing thicknesses.
Fig. 4

HAMR operational temperatures. Fig. 4(c) shows the reectance data of the bare
TiN lm before and aer exposure to 375 and 425  C in air. The optical properties
of the sample degrade signicantly due to oxidation. The simulation results given
in Fig. 4(d) take the oxide layer into account and match well with the experimental
data. For the case of heating at 425  C, the intensity of the simulated dip shows a
deviation from the experimental data likely due to an intermediate oxynitride
formed between the oxide and nitride due to oxygen diﬀusion and nitrogen
displacement. Further discussion on the eﬀect was studied earlier by Saha and
Tompkins.124

4 Conclusions
The eld of plasmonics is facing challenges due to materials' limitations.
However, we believe that this research eld is now entering its technology-driven
enlightenment period, exploring alternative materials for application-specic
needs and new device concepts. Novel material platforms such as semiconductors, 2D materials, phase-changing and ceramic materials mark a new era
for plasmonics and are expected to bring advancements to various photonic
technologies such as information and communications, imaging and sensing,
healthcare, energy, manufacturing, and national security. Among many plasmonic materials, transition metal nitrides are particularly appealing because they
exhibit good plasmonic properties along with excellent refractory characteristics
and thus, they could perform well when noble metals fail because of their soness
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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and low melting points. In this work, we take heat assisted magnetic recording as
one of the important examples of high temperature plasmonic applications and
compare the properties of refractory transition metal nitrides, refractory metals,
and gold. Simulation results show that titanium nitride, in terms of its plasmonic
properties, can perform very similarly to gold but provides indispensable
advantages due to its excellent refractory characteristics. We also show that the
oxidation of titanium nitride at high temperatures can be fully avoided through
the use of optically transparent, thin ceramic overcoats. Therefore, we believe that
refractory plasmonic transition metal nitrides are the key to next generation
durable, compact photonic devices. Our ndings directly impact the technology
of heat-assisted magnetic recording for data storage and could provide harshenvironment capable solutions for defense, intelligence, information technology,
aerospace, energy, and oil & gas industries.
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